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The contrast sensitivity function (CSF) provides additional 
c: on c: e1'· n in t:;i +unction .. E! i< pl anati on o ·f 
contrast sensitivity and its physiological basis i~ given.. An 
i 
the two most widespread clinical methods of 
the Arden plates and the cathode ray tube ( CF<T) , 
·follo~·Js .. The confounding variables i nherent in the tes. t ing 
method and the uses, as reported in current literature, CJ-f thf?. 
thE· c:linica.l sett:Lng in the examination of \/.:?:\1·- i C)U.S 
diseases i s presented .. Bee: ,:tu f.:iE~ of thE:! l EtC k o·f: 
testj.ng the CSF:· i s c,f 1 ; mi. tE?d .. \/ ~·a.l U.f:? :i.n the 
ThE? individual PI''EitCt it i Orit'?l' .. is enc:ou.r .. aqt:::Id to 
formulate his/her own parameters and norms if the CSF is to be 
utilized in the testing regime. 
1 
Measurement of the contrast sensitivity function CCSF) h~s 
been widely promoted as a practicable way of evaluating the 
v isual system. Laboratory and clinical studies have indicated 
notable success in using the CSF to thoroughly assess a patient's 
entire visual potential. In turn, this allows the practitioner to 
utilize the CSF to evaluate a wider range of visual capabilities, 
whereas Snellen acuit y evaluates only a portion of these 
capabilities. For example, a patient with 20/20 acuity reporting 
difficulty in attaining low spatial frequency demands, such as 
facial recognition, would be a prime candidate for this type of 
testing. The CSF has also been utilized to chart pathology 
progress i on and e valuate subclinical manifestations by assessing 
specific losses that are not normal in comparision to the typical 
contrast sensitivity curve. 
Even though contrast sensitivity has contributed a vast 
amount of information concerning the visual system, it has come 
under increasing criticism due in part to lack of standardization 
and other factors. With the onset of commercial marketing 
efforts of clinical CSF testing instrumentation, the practitioner 
should note and understand the critical factors that can affect 
the CSF before relating pas t experimental claims to present 
clinically based results. 
The follow i ng thesis covers issues relative to clinical 
utilization of contrast sensitivity testing. Definition, 
physiological basis, current clinical methodologies, confounding 
variables and patholoqy diaqnosis relative to the CSF are 
The following ~ssessment of clinical CSF testing j <::: 
experiences. It 1s hoped that upon completion of this thesis, the 
who may have limited knowledge regarding this topic, may 
gain insight and a better understanding of the clinical potential 
t.h\'2 r··c~r::' ~ .... ..__., u 
In the clinical setting, central vision is commonly assessed 
by means of the Snellen chart. Using the Snellen chart, vi sue-d 
acuity is expressed as a fraction in which the denominator is the 
distance from a one critical measure o f the smallest detectable 
subtends one minute of arc on the retina. 
chart actually measures resolution of fine spatial detail. 
Relative to contrast sensitivity, visual acuity testing only 
utilizes small high contrast spatial detail and doesn't describe 
how the entire visual system performs with objects of all sizes 
;:·tnd contr-~:..sts. Sekulo::t- et al (1 9 :31) .,:~nd Leibo',•Jit~: et ,.:tl (:1.981) 
ha. v E:· not;;::.·d that. many daily perceptual activities do not require 
high spatial frequency foveal resolution. On the other hand, low 
frequencies provide most of the information for 
perceptual activities, including facial perception, figure-ground 
discrimination a nd visual stabilization of postur-e (Gilinsky 
In addition, as implied above, visual acuity is generally 
taken under maximum producable contrast conditions on the Snellen 
It when using a Snellen chart, ir.Jh.::tt. 
minimal degree of contrast is needed for an observer to continue 
to be able to recognize the given spatial frequency demand of the 
Snellen chart. Studies using varying degrees of contrast relative 
to a oiven Snellen acuity level have not been reported. 
due to technological pr··oduc:t ion p ,, .. Db 1 f2i1i~5, but. thE'2 
c: J. c:r=:.e:=.t :···. ·-'-'.-11 do:i.nq this to da.te i ::; to USi2 s;f:?ns.i. ti vi ty' 
sensitivity measurement CCSM) is made b y taking 
\/er··tic.::tlly alte~nately da~k and li.qht ·::;i. nusoi d<:•.l 
q~atings of a given width and quantifying an obse~ve~'s cont~ast 
thr·.:-::shol d fo~ the given spatial f~~quency. 
si nu.·:;(Ji da.J. tha.r·; squa~e 0ave configu~ation <:•. ·::. D p t i C: .::•. 1 
does not affect spatial configu~ation of • • I -. s;1 ntJSCi:t D.:::t.L 
but only affects the cont~ast levels ( 8odis-Wollne~ et 
al :1. ) • 81u~~ing of a squa~e wave g~ating causes a 
cont~ast change as well as a change in the spatial con f i. •J u.1·- a. t: i Dn 
the g~atinq patte~ns <Bodis-Wollne~ et - ., .:::f .. L 
luminance of the g~ating must be kept cc::rnstant ~egardless of the 
in cont~ast and/o~ change 1n spatial + ,~-eqLtenc·y' II Thi·:s 
~emoves any effect that . luminance may h<::i.VE• 
sensitivity to sp a tial ~esolution. ~rh i ·:; J .. --l.U 
st?nsi ti \/i t: ·y· th.::..n luminance 
1s being measu~ed. The mean or ave~age J. u.nti na.rtc:r:::~ 
f~om the patte~n is equal to half the su.m of the l::n-j_ ght 
and da~k bar luminance. On the othe~ hand, the contrast of the 
patte~n is defined as the luminance diffe~ence between 
1 :i. •;Ji···; t. and da~k bars divided by the sum of thei~ luminances ( ·::;ee 
A da~k ba~ and its adjacent light bar comp~ise one cycle of 
the gratinq patte~~. The numbe~ of cycles subtending one deg~ee 
I 
angle on the obse~ve~'s ~etina is called the spatial 
fr-r::::=qu.enc:·~/ of thE· pc:lt teJ~n .. The close~ the g~ating is:; to the 
la~ge~ the angle subtended on the ~etina because 
be f ewe~ cycles in one deg~ee , thus 
spatial f~equency (see appendix). 
r.:· 
._J 
High spatial f~equency in tu~n 
presents many cycles of the pattern included within one degree of 
visual angle. Therefore •contrast• and •spatial frequency• will 
be used in the manner defined above, as both are convenient terms 
for describing normal and abnormal contrast sensitivity. 
The observer•s contrast sensitivity is defined by the 
minumum contrast which is required to distinguish that there is 
a bar pattern rather than a uniform screen. Contrast sensitivity 
is the reciprocal of contrast threshold. Consequently the lower 
the threshold the higher the contrast sensitivity. Each spatial 
frequency has its individual contrast threshold. Therefore 
contrast sensitivity can be plotted for each spatial frequency to 
obtain a contrast sensitivty function CCSF>. Clinicians generally 
use the term CSF while laboratory researchers refer to this as 
the modulation transfer function (MTFl. Figure ( 2 shows the 
contrast sensitivity curve for normal observers. The bottom point 
on the ordinate represents a contrast of 1; at that point the 
observer needs the maximum possible contrast, 1.e. 100% contrast. 
The ordinate is scaled logarithmically from low sensitivity 
(bottom>, where it takes more contrast to detect the pattern, tn 
high sensitivity (topl, where less than 1% contrast is necessary 
to obtain threshold. The abscissa is also scaled logarithmically 
from low spatial frequencies of less than 1 cycle per degree 
<CPO) to spatial frequencies of qreater than 30 CPD This 
figure demonstrates that the s~nsitivity varies markedly with 
each spatial frequency. The contrast sensitivity function CCSFl 
peaks at approximately 5 CPD, with sensitivity falling off at the 
higher 
scale, 
and lower spatial frequencies. By plotting a log/log 
higher spatial frequencies become linear in function and 
I 
c 
th:i~:; 
c:uto·f -F 
Since 
maki:?S :it r··el,;,!t:ivel·y· e<:t·:;y .. b·/ e::-:tl~C:!polat:Lon to ·figure the 
sp.:..tia.l. fl·-equenc-..; i.e visual acuity) 
100';.~ cont1··ast the ma;.; :i mal detectable spat1al 
frequency is di-Fficult to determine Therefore by taking three 
di-F·fer·ent high spatial frequency points of 10/. 
one can extrapolate the just detectable spatial 
fl·-equenc:·,_, or·· potential visual acuity. This can yield a more 
exact value than the commonly used Snellen acuit y letters CBodis-
Wollner et al 1980). 
As alluded to above, visual acuity can be predicted from the 
CSF but the converse of predicting the CSF from visual acuity is 
not po~;sible. Observers with normal 20/20 acuity will have v ery 
similar CSFs, but even :in these observers there can be variations 
contrast thresholds at middle and lov-.1 spat:l,:~l 
the CSF that would not be detected by 20/20 Snellen 
a.cuity. Fol~ demonstrates that the two 
function s have the same projected spat ial -;= r··equ•=:nc·i t•ut 
Function 8 demonstrates an abnormal curve due 
to contrast loss while function D shows an abnormal curve with a 
to the left due to a decreased sensitivity peak at 
Thus from previously determined anomalous 
CSFs. it may be possible to 
pathology is present. 
In there are three broad categories of 
CSFs that can be classified J. ) n "High frequency• and 
loss correspond to two different predict ions based upon size or 
loss r·espec:tj.vely (fi•;J. '-:. ) . Most abnormal functions 
/ 
fall into one of these two categories. The third category is 
described as a •notch loss•. This is a contrast sensitivity 
deficit in the mid spatial frequencies leaving the low and high 
spatial frequencies unaffected. Because of the variety of CSF 
character istics it is important to realize that a visual acuity 
score, no matter how precisely obtained, cannot measure the 
patient's ability to resolve larger target details. Before going 
on to discuss the clinical ipplication of these categories, the 
development of the neural processing model must be presented in 
order to understand the processes that are hypothesized to make 
up the contrast sensitivity curve. 
8 
The visual system is thought t o create images by means of a 
spa.ti al fre qu en cy ana! ysi s performed vi a channe l 
Just as hearing can be tes t ed far 
of be , . . E,v· C\ J. i_~2.1: 2G in 
Any visual patter n can be broken dawn i ntQ bas i c 
compon e nts just as s auna st i muli can be broken down an d 
into a seri es of S lffiOLe fr e quen cy comp onents. 
Fourier analysis. ~ gr at ing of alternating black a nd wh i te bars 
be considered ~ stimulus analogous to a pure musical 
By .L.. ~·· \ .. u 
or·· spatial frequencies, 
dt-~tr:.-:r-rni nE·d .. Thi s 1s a na logous to an auditory profile kn own as an 
While pure auditory tones occur in 
has been es t ablished that single cells in thf:? ·-v'i su.al 
r esp o nd much more vi gor ously to narrow frequency band grati ng s of 
<:;i n us Di dal nature rather than square wave gratings of 
s patial frequency bandwidth CGlezer et al 1977). 
Shc:,de (1956) is credited with the introduction of the csF~ 
p·:syt hopysi c:a.l ti:·?sti ng methodo l Of~Y .. Campbell a nd Green 
develDped the test ·:=is :it i·:s kno1;~n today. Origin a lly these 
investigators utilized laser interference fringe tec hn iques to 
given contrast directly on 
this bypasse s any information caused by 
interference of the e ye's refracting structures . At th e same time 
patterns produced by an oscilliscope were 
9 
presen ted to ma t c h th e g r a ti ng f requenc ies prod uc ed o y th e l a ser. 
Th e CSF di ffer en ces between these t wo t echn iques we r e e x ami n ed ~c 
s e e how refracting st r uctures a ffected ~ne CSF . It !,"'-ia:.:; 
t h a t h i g h s pat ial fr e quenci es seemea to be a ff ected pri mar : ly b y 
the ref racti v e compone n ts with neur a l i nput h a ving li t tl e ef f ec t 
o n t h e h i gh s pat ia l fre quen cies of t h e CSF. F urt her st udies h a ve 
i nd :L c: c.-lt.c:~ d t !···i-3. t i n p u t i s r esp o n si bl e f o r ~~ e c on~ r a~~ 
s pati al frequ en c ies 
Camp be l l and Gubish (1 966 ) fo u nd h u man con tras t 
sensitiv i ty doesn't fo ll ow the perfor ma n c e of an ideal c p t i cc:cl 
system. Their s t udies ind i cated that t he r e fr a c t i v e struc t u res of 
the eye were importan t f o r Spat i al f re quencies higher than ten 
from this they pos t ulated the possibility of 
spatial frequency channels in the human visual system. 
Campbell and Robson (1968) postulated that the human v isual 
as a series of independent These 
channels could be compared to narrow band spatial filters, 
tuned to a separate band of frequencies. The number of channels 
and the extent to which they are independent were determined by 
areas in which spatial integration occurred. 
this study low, medium and high frequency channels characteristic 
of the CSF were postulated. 
Eni'-ot:h-·Cuq(:::.'ll !' and Robson (1966) recorded evoked potentials 
from single ganglion cells in the cat retina. They +ound tha.t 
receptive field types related to ganglion field diameters are 
specific but have different spatial ConseqLtentl }l, 
two different types of cells designated as X and Y cells were 
de·f i ned. X and Y cells were differentiated by the recorded 
1() 
di.ffeJ' .. enc~?s ,::;_t specific locations of cat retina in response to 
low frequency or flickering patterns. Even though these cell 
types were determined by cat retina experimentation they have 
been emp irically applied to the human CSF in order to further 
defin e the channel model . 
Tolhurst (1975) proposed that the human E> 'i sit:. e in 
broken down i nto a two channel system providing parallel process-
i.ng . These channels were equated to the X and Y cells found in 
prE!Vi ou.~; o.<.ni. ma.l s.tuch es .. X cells are sustained channels that 
to mid and high spatial fre quencies a nd detect -t~ i n E·~ 
They are found in the central visual area while Y cells 
are located in the surrounding periphery. Y cells are concerned 
l.rJi th transi en tl y recording chan ne ls that respond to low and 1T1i d 
s;pc;d: :t Ed frequencies and movement. Y cells detect f l uctuating 
(temporally varying) stimuli more r eadily and are strongly stimu-
lated under high contrast levels. Ther e i s an overlapping of the 
two typ es of cell chann els with both re~ponding simultaneously to 
a r ange of mid spatia l freQuencies. Tolhurst claims that regard-
less of the temporal aspec ~s, a spatial fre quen cy of le s s than 
.25 CPD wi ll always be d~tected by transient cell channels and 
10 CPD wil l always 
~~s~ained c n anne l ce lls. 
aoove cite~ research, a~guments can oe made in 
C)-f a component processing \/1 ~5U.·2. l ·:=.ti.mu]. i. .. 
X 
individually to th e CSF. 
~ hese comoonents a nd how to eval uate t hese components 
proper evaluations can be made from any CSF. 
i . ..., 
.1...:.. 
Two basic types of clinical c8ntrast s ensitiv ity t e st i-; 
i nstr umentation are available for cl1 ni cal use. One type 
composed o f fixed pr eprinted plat e s o f g iven spatial fr ecuen c i e s 
whi le the other type utili z es a cath o d e ray tube (CRT) display 
with computerized input controlli n g s pat i al fr e quency and 
c cntrast. Both met h o d s have t heir drawbacks and benefi ts . 
a re mark et e d as tes t ing devices c omol ementinq 
usual battery of c l inica l testing p r e s ently availab l e. 
The firs t method of contrast sensitivity testing to be 
covered is known as Arden Plates. G.B. Arden developed this type 
of test i li response to laboratory information found V la 
oscilloscope and CRT t ypes of testing. The test i= made up of 
five test plates, in four of which the spatial frequencies of 
.4, .8 an d 1.6 cover the entire plate. The last plate has the 
spatial frequencies of 3.2 and 6.4 divided on the left and right 
respectively. The plates gradually increase from uniform gray at 
the top of the plate, numerically designated as 0 on the scale at 
the side of the plate, to maximum contrast at the bottom 
designated as 20 on the side scale. The plates are positioned 57 
em from the eyes so the above mentioned spatial frequencies are 
duplicated. The Arden Plates a re geared to measure the low 
spatial frequencies which are generally affected by peripheral 
neuroretinal anomalies <Arden 1979A). 
1 7 ' ~ 
i l J. u.m i n . .;:;. t i on i s 100 fact c andles whic h 
a p p rox ima ted b y a 60 wa~~ b u lb 14 i nc h es a bo v e the t a rg e t. 
impor t a n t not t o a l l o w shad o ws a nd to mi n im i ze any r ef l ec t i on s a s 
t h ese can a f fec t t he me asu remen t CArd e n 19 7 9A ) . 
Pres en t at i on is b eg u n b y o c cl u d in g one e y e . 
d i rec ted t o scan t he top e d ge o f th e p ocket ra t her t han 
o n a cent r a l s 2 ot. An ob s e r ver is as3ume d Lu ha v e 
p ttp:i 1 s 1 ze a nc t h e p r o per n e arpo i nt p r e sc rip t i on 
Initi a l l y the ob s er v e r 1 s all o wed to s ee a p r e v 1 ew o f 
( s ) h(72 i s t o r e sp o n d t o a n d t hen t h e p l at e s ar e r e t ur ned 
i n si d e t h e mask i ng poc ke t t o t he s t a r t i ng pos it i on . Th 102 tes t in g 
b e gins b y pul l ing up the plat e, cal l ed the r emoval process, a t a 
slow and c onstant r a te until t he pat i e nt fi r s t 
thi s occurs t h e sca le va lue a t t he s id e o f th e p late is the 
i n d i \'i. du.;:;.J. plate s c ore for that particular spatial 
This v alue i s r ecorded and t h e s ub s equ en t gratin g s are tested in 
Scm-·i n g o+ th e Ard en P lat e s i s pri mar ily based up o n 
s umm<:-.. t i on the p late score norms previ ousl y determin e d by 
Arden. F r om th e summa t i on, the scores are categorized as average, 
border line suspect and definitily abnormal . Other criteria for 
t es t ing failure are a score on any plate o f greater tha n 16 and a 
i nterocular l y of an y p l at e score of 1 1 or mor e Arden 
P la te r esul t s b el o w 3 . 2 CPD ar e i nter p reted as a neural 
ci (::::·f i ci t while above 3.2 CPD are attributed to an optical defect. 
Acuity charts are assumed to determine high spatial fr .. equency 
14 
f ~equency losses ~ -i indicate pe~iphe~a l 
retinopath y , f ie ld def ec ts , v i sua l pat hway anomalies or c ornea l 
The Arden Plates are marketed as an 
mechanism for t h ose at ~isk 
conditions wi thin CCiLl1 d 
investigated by a more sensitive di agnostic tool. 
There ar e a n umber of favorable strongpoints 1n usi g t he 
Compared to th e CRT testing systems , 
sirnDlF::: t.cJ u.s;r~:t 
a re relative ly inexcensive (A/0 $275 . 00). Th e Arden P lates come 
with a manual th at exp lains how t o adm i niste~ th e test proce~ly . 
C C1f:'!S:i st<:::.•nt. rE"SUlt:.s 
be c ompa~ed to subsequent testing and ot he~ testers. 
testing methodologies detailed utilize the psy chophysical method 
of increasing contrast. This type of methodology avoids problems 
s uc h as threshold ada.pta.t ion. The .I..--·.!... L 1::!':.: t. 
(' ·-· ··-T 1 •• Jr 
borderline and abn or ma l results based on n o rms from Arden. 
There a re a number of drawbacks in the Arden s ystem also . 
The primary drawbac k is the limited information drawn from the 
As mentioned earlier, the test only measures the 
approx1mate contrast threshold at low spatial 
d oesn't al low a v isuogram interpretation to determine the t yp e of 
a nomaly which may be present. Direct comparisons of the Arden 
grating results with those of the CRT results are not easily 
rn.3.dl~ u The Arden results are not as precise and re li abl e as those 
of the CRT results. 
duE· t o the l i mi t.:::\t i ems 
Luminance is an external factor that varies 
- · r L'T the photographed grating plates. 
1 r:::; ~} 
Other 
f a ct or s t n~ t c a n affect the A~ den P l ates are sh ad c 0s, 
reflecti o ns and the f a cing or dirt y ing o~ the pl a tes o ver 1::1 me . 
1nere c a n be con sider ab l e variabilit y in t h e mann e r of 
a d minist r ation , : . e . 1nst r uc t ions to th e o b server an d the r emoval 
rate of t he plates. Also there can be su b jective variabil it y in 
the psychophys i cal responses. Readao t aticn of t he covered -:.';.\ /,';.':. 
· - l ·~-
slow d own t h e tss~ crocess E~d Ci ti.Cin 
. .;.. ·- ·. r- ~-
,_ .;; ;; ·~ ::. '··· 
has two dif f erent s oati al ; r equencies O T ~ . 2 CPD on t h e l ef t s1 o e 
6.2 CPD on the ri g ht side that ma y cause conf usion 
interference wi t h onean ot h er. Although it is not known how much 
variability the ab ove me ntioned fa c tor s induce into the final 
they are f actors that must be recognized 
whether or not to use the Arden Plates . 
i'.IF.::t hod 
--~----·-
The second type of contrast sensitivity method is composed 
of a cathode ray tube with computerized input allowing unlimited 
CJT modulation pt-ogl'··.::\mmi ng option·::;. 
Optronics had the first commercially available CRT unit on the 
known as the CS 2000. Other models such as one made by 
have r ecently been marketed. Since Nicolet was the 
:i. n subsequent discussion regarding CF<:T 
sensitivity testing will refer to this unit. 
computer- input allows creation of the full spectrum of spc-•.ti ;.d 
frequencies with a contrast range of 1% to 95% while keeping a 
16 
cons~an~ preorog rammed lumi nance level . 
sta.nd a.r- d a.nd nonstandard testing. 
testing cond itions a r s tak en at 3 me ters al l owing a n 
':3Cr;~ i:2n size of 4.3 degrees in width. The observer is allowed t o 
dark adap t to t h e surr o un di ngs a n d is exc used to t he preset 
thl·? <::;c r E•'en. .!.. ····-·l... \_ C:::·L 
method known ci~ th e van be Kesv track~n g 
This method c onsists of eight separate tr ia l s e a ch o f 
which are pr e sen ted b v s~ at ~c si nus oi dal grati ngs . I n th s· fi;·-s;.t 
gratin g s o f . 0 and 6 CPD are t ;::} 
practice for the obser ver. One e y e is c overed and a preview o~ 
the grating pat tern to ce tested is demonstrated f or two seconds. 
in it i al ly from zero or 2. 
subthreshold contrast level, until contrast reaches threshold to 
:,.;_;hi ch the observer responds by depressing the control button on 
the response box. The observer continues to depress the control 
button until the grating disappears. This is done four times for 
each of the six spat ial frequencies of r.::-u ·-1, •! j., . ..:;. , 
CPD while the computer tracks the threshold means and s t a.n d a.r- d 
de\/i.:::1tion. There are some drawbacks to using this method 
testin•;J, will be discussed later . If there is too much 
\/ ~~,_, .... :i. .::'. t.: :L C) r' in the response of the observer, making the standard 
devi a.t ion the trial can be deleted or more trials 
can be added to calculate a more accurate threshold for a given 
sp ~.=i. t. i 2•.1 the p r- Dg r- amrn.-;::;d spati. al 
frequencies have been tested for both eyes and the means found tc:J 
be ac:c::eptab 1 e ~· the graph of the CSF can be evaluated. Other-
testing methodologies allow the programing ,. OT 
1.7 
var1ety of factors. 
Bekesy t racking methoci ~ 
described above, Visual Evok ed Respons e Mode 
J.n 
conjunction wi th si gn a l-averaging eqwipment); _,_ . ..., \ \ .1::..! 
Ptdj ustrnent, using the turn knob on the response box; and \~J the 
Increas: ng Contrasts, wh i c h lS similar 
con tr as t s on l y inc r e a se from l ew 
v alues i n succ e ssive r epe a ts , 1nst e ad of mo v in g a lt er n atel y uc 
an d down in reversals. 
varia t ions can se made by 
i ndi \_..i du.{::tJ. stimulus opt i ons. 
specify the number of stimuli, spatial and temporal wave forms 
1.e. sinusoidal and square wave, spatial and temporal frequencies 
p r··;;;:·:sj:ntat i cJn --- -- J- ·-· --r -::i •-- i::::! ~=- u Ther e are a v a riety of stimulus patterns 
to choose from. These p a~~erns are static pat tr:.·r-ns-, 
moving grating patterns, counterphasing grating patterns, full 
field flicker patterns and intermixed patterns which 
the programing of different types of stimuli t o appear during 
different trials. These pattern options are v ery convenient as 
they provide further evaluation of lower spatial frequencies that 
a re more sensitive to moving rather than stationary patterns. 
CRT testing devices are extremel y versatile in their 
prog~aming opti ons and thus have a manifold ar~ay of 
Th'::? rnos t Cjb\/i CJL\S bF.::nef it is the sen s itive and 
information given by such testing. The CSF information can be 
graphed out across th e entire spatial frequency spectrum and 
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analyzed for anomalous results which in turn can be compared wi t h 
previous patient norms~ past in di vidua l findings and indiv i dual 
interocular differences. Information c oncerning the var iabil1 ~y 
of th e observer resp on se can b e read i ly analyzed. 
be made concerning the reliability and sensitivity of 
ob server response. In case of good observer response, 
in treating a subtle disorder can be mon i tored closely. 
of CRT instr~ment 1:5 t:hE= 
ve r satile nature o ~ the programing. The previously men t ioned 
standard and nonstandard opti ons allow for programable changes of 
the indi vidual factors affecting the CSF and thus never a11ow a 
standard program to become outmoded by a new testing methodology. 
test benefits include test design factors that don't allow 
variab les such as luminance~ shadows or reflections to add to the 
that may affect the r··!··~ r··· i_.-:.:.:.:·r··" 
the standard t esting 
relatively easy to operate. 
in ·for· m.;:..t. :Lon gi ven via the CRT testing is; 
relatively good compared to other methods, there are a number of 
drawbacks to the CRT system. The biggest drawback of the Nicolet 
Op t ronics CS 2000 system at present 1s the J.ac:k •:;p ec: i. + i. c 
c:l:i.nic .;;::..l guidelines for instr ument usage and analysis of 
lack of protocol of previous CSF research (e. 9. 
differences of distance, luminances and methodology), there is 
dif·f:i.cu.lt\/ in properly comparing clinical results with previous 
laboratory results. Therefore the Nicolet CRT diagnostic results 
be interpreted from personal clinical experience much like 
in t F2I' .. pr·· E!t i n(;j a \/EI=( OI'" EkG. 
i '~ 
·"''' 
th e way laborator y results have been taken~ resear ch 
can only give ideas and not s p e cific s r elative to t h e CSF. 
The stan dardized von Bekesy test that t e Nicolet Optronics 
CS 2000 uti lizes has a number of drawbacks. Dat a from thi s 
testing methodology can be 111ghly var iable making th e dii f erence 
between a sub tle defect an d norma lcy diff1cult to in t erpret and 
di agn ose. Allcwi na the s u b jec t to ~~~ th e spatial 
gratings f or any per1cc o~ ~:me, as t h e von ~e~esy method allows, 
can create perceptual aft erimages ano spati al frecue nc y fati gue 
subsequen tly ch a n ging the observer threshold. Al s o observer 
testing t ime i s approximately 40 minutes for both eyes provided 
the prop er adaotation precauti ons are tak en usi ng this 
methodology. By using nonstandardized options, the complexity of 
the Nicolet syst em can create increased demand for working 
kn owledge of programing capabilt ies and usage. 
Other drawbacks includ e the physical capabilties of the CRT 
screen display . At spatia l frequ encies greater than 20 CPD, with 
contrast at subthreshold level. the observer may report the 
grating. Thi s may merely be the presence of the vertical raster 
lines and ther efore invali date any subsequent test results. Also, 
the physical size of the screen, 4.3 degrees in width at 3 meters 
crea~es limitations in which future test i ng methodologies may 
indicat e the need ~or larger or smaller scree ns. One last 
drawback for the average cl inician is the cost of the CRT system. 
The Nicolet Optronics CS 2000 ~yst em is about $11,000.00 while 
the Cadwell system i s $9,000.00 which may or may not be a 
drawback for use as an auxilliary testing device. 
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Perhaps the biggest drawback for all types of contrast 
sensitivity testing lies in the fact that they are a subjective 
test. A given observer•s response is influenced by a wide variety 
- r UT external and internal variables that may or may not 
pertinent to the investigation. Studies are just beginning 
be 
to 
indicate how much some of these variables contribute to the final 
threshold and therefore it is important to mention some of these. 
Of p 2.1r- Cf.ITiCJL.tri t importance in the clinical evaluation of 
CSF is the establishment of normal testing protocol and controls. 
Previous research has not been consistent in th is resp ect making 
it difficult:. t. CJ evaluate the literature. 
interocular CSF findings, m~~.ny of the confounding 
var i ab l es affecting the CSF are significant. But wh en trying to 
compare CSF find ing s between subjects, it should be noted what 
confounding vari a bles may cont ribut e to the CSF. 
categories that should be considered when using the CSF as 
a clinical inve stigationa l tool. The fir s t oea 1s with subjective 
t e stin g f actors or internal variabl es, while the second category 
deals with environmental factors or external t e st ing 
Studies are j u st beginn i ng to i nd i cate h ow much these individual 
e l ements may affect the CSF and therefore information is limited 
What will be presented ar e factors t ha t are 
c on trover s i al or obvious when interpreting the clinically 
CJnE~ c..~+ ·-· -- ·- .l-lill_,l ·;:.; I_ c i te:~d tn SLlb j f-2C: t i \/f.: 
r esponse i s the e f fect o f mean lumi n ance from the overall display 
rc~r::· 
'--·•·-.1 ' It is 
~ ll umination levels, driving 1n the sun , can decrease the 
CSF. But, j_ n the h ig h photopic range, i s. J. i +.: t J. e '-·· . 
lumi nance d ec r e ases sens it i vity decreases . 
rJ O!'"" fl"i "''·l i nve rted U shaped curve occurs 
the l o w spati a l fr e quen c i es fa l li nc off and d isac pear~ n g . 
The .-. J.. ._, i t h e CSF shifts to lower The 
l uminance paramet er in it s el f could clinical l y b e s i gn ificant , 
s 1 nc e = ~ 1n a few r e por ted instances, luminance specific 
a =no r mal it i e s have :.~ • • ••••. _<··· .• - . 1.. • .' •::::·.·:.:: ;! 
i t i s important t o n o te and specify luminan ce l evels wh en test i ng 
L.Ltrni n.::tnCF2 ._ 'I .... ·-· .:::.. J. ~::-LJ :tn 
testing of th e CSF . Tv p J.c::a 1. 1y , wh en testing the CSF, one e y e is 
c overed so the obser v er can respond with each i ndividual eye. 1" r .i. -r 
the previously covered eye has n ot been properly adapted to the 
lum inanc e of the test screen, an abnormal t hreshold may result. 
This is one of the confoundi ng factors that a·ffect both 
intersubject CSF test resu l ts . 
changes may be small but this is a facto r to recog nize when 
administering the CS F t e st. 
Another major factor of subjective test ing is that o f CiCi-::ip-
ta.tion. Gilinsky (1968) first introduced the idea that prolonged 
to di f fe r ent patterns o f light would selectively 
decreas e the viewer's visual discrimination threshold. 
:3ut:ton demonstrated that prolonged exposure to 
gratings of a given spatial frequency disturbs the detection of 
other spatial frequencies. They found the CSF to be shifted away 
from the adapting frequency, pr o longed exposure to 
frequency b and gr a tings make the grati ng bars appear broader a n d 
high f r e quency bar s are utilized , the grati n g bars appe a r 
Blakemore a nd Sutton f ound th a t for shorter periods o + 
tt !Tie, '·-'' ;; E: l (::C:: t i \/E~ 
s ensi t ivity was comcl~ted in an amount o f ti me comparable to t h e 
e x posure periods. Hew much beari n g th i s exposure h as on clin~cai 
tes.t:.inq i s not known but it is an other factor to oe con si c e r e d 
wh en using certain testing methodologies. 
Optical factors that may affect sub j ective testing respon s es 
fall into three categories. Two o f these categories are re l ated 
to the refractive structures. They are optical blur effect 
magnification effect. As mentioned earlier (C.::unpbell 
Green, 1965), differences between the ext ernal gratings of 
f:indin..:;:rs, which include both ocular refracti v e and neuroretinal 
c:c•rnpon;ent s. of the c:sF:·, and intraocularly produced gratings of 
which bypass the ocular 
s.t r·uc t u.r·es, that the ocular refractive structures 
predominantley affect the higher spatial frequencies (9 to 30 
Lotr.JE·I~ spatial f n:~quenc :i. ces ( 1. 5 CF'D) are essentially 
unaffected by refractive errors and such losses in the CSF are 
in or·igin ((.)r- den, 1'779Pt, 
!,l.Jo 1 1 n .-:21'· , 1 ·:::~f30) • Depending upon the distance between the observer 
and the test display, the observer•s depth of field doe·:; not 
c!lt,"'</ay'::; include the screen. A possible explanation is that the 
" d i splay of sinusoidal gratings comb i ned with a reduced or absent 
Fortunately higher spat ial frequencies, which a r e 
a ffec t ed by opti cal blur~ p rov ide a greater stimul ation t o 
accommodation than 1ower spatial fr equencies. 
i mproperly focu sed accommodative system in front of or behind ~ ~e 
t est screen can affec : ~ sit ivi ty to hi ~h er spa t ial 
-'- 1-. -- .~ ... ,--.r-
Lf 1•:::..• '·-··=r ~ notwithstan ding. 
testing the CSF 1~ -~ obviously import a nt to have t he obser v er 
prcperLy corrsc~ed for t he test distance. 
In addi ti on t o blurring effect relative to the CSF, it 
noted by Al l en (1967) that an increasing amount of light scatter , 
notably in the crystaline lens, occurs significantly over the age 
How much this may affect the CSF is not clear. 
The second category of optical factors deals with the rela-
tive magni f ication of an observer's corrected optical 
Magnification of image shifts the CSF peak t OlrJ.:'::\1~ d hi •;) hE.~ I' .. 
spatial frequencies (Bradley and Freeman, 1'7'81>. It i·:; di ·Hi cult 
to precisely compare the CSF of a corrected myope a~d the CSF of 
a corrected hyperope. An interesting study by Bradley and 
Fi' .. i:?!!F2iiiE•.n (1981) of anisometropic amblyopic subjects pondered the 
interocular differences created in subjects with a difference in 
The conclusion was that 
some neural deficits o f the amblyopic eye, the CSF differences 
between the two eyes may be due tn magnification differences. 
This is yet another question that arises when comparing CSF test 
norms between subjects. 
A third category pertaining to the ocular system is pupil 
.--zc= 
...:..:.._• 
·~.iZi:?" A pupil that is too small will degrade the CSF. 
rnm 
predic ted fo r a diff ract ion limi ted sys tem. A pupil l ar ger th an 
avoids diffraction but opt ic a l a b berations may 
!i,J i th increasing pup il siz e ~ner e is a general i ncrease in 
sens itivi t y at a l l but the l o west spat ial 
s ~ ates that with a dilat e d 
effective power t h e ey e increases for a de tection of 
spatial fre qu e ncies. 
an i ncr ease in the scattering of l ight in 
the refractive ocular structures occurs wi th age along with 
decreasing pupil size. These may only be partial contrib utors to 
1n the CSF with age, but the t y pe of CSF 
either high or low, seems to be i n dispute. Deerfeldt et al 
found hig h spat ia l frequency loss (greater than 4 CF'D) 
more c ommon in sub jects over 60 years, in contrast to Sekul ar and 
( 1 ==tf3()) estimate of a three-fold drop in lower •;pati a.l 
frequencies in the e lderl y . Arundale (1978) reported young (8 
to l r.=" . .J years) observers were less sensitive to low frequencies 
(35 to 66 years) were less sensitive to high spatial 
In contr- as t Seku.lar· e·t .::d ( 19:31 ) 
observers were less sensitive to 1 C)~·~ 
and needed more contrast to detect r· ---- -T -;..f. I__\:' .::> • Eve n in 
the case of Arden plates, which ha v e been utilized thoroughly in 
til e clinicc:-..1 ~.;etting ( Ha.r r is, 19S 1, Sekular, 19:31), cr· i tics 
have cited high f alse negati v e rates due to optical 
,..,_ .  
.;::c:. 
va~iables and macula~ disease. These studies on a g1ng a~e 
typ ica l the confusion in the literature due t o lack c ~ 
uniformity and standa~dization. 
Th e t ype of t esti g methodology used is significant as eac ~ 
method gives different CSF thresholds. Wh en utilizing sta~ic 
g ~ati n gs, th e th r eshol d s fo un d with the von Bekesy method versus 
the method o f seeing to nonseeing (o~ the inverse me t hod of 
nonseeing to seei n g) will diffe~ significantly. This can make it 
difficult to compa~e a nomalous results f ~ cm one investigation to 
the next. 
The method of nonseeing to seeing seems to be the method of 
choice in the clinical CSF testi ng. When us1ng the method of 
nonseeing to seeing, the ove~all testing sensitivity will be 
highe~ in compa~ison to othe~ testing methods. Most observers 
using this testing methodology will note that they see the 
grating well in advance of their responses. The sudden 
~ealization of ~ecognizing the target is a no~mal pychophysical 
phenomenon that can alter an observer's subsequent responses. The 
astute observer who notes this when first being tested may try to 
anticipate subsequent 
sens itivity values. T ~n 
test exposures and thus 
the case of the Arden 
raise the 
gratings, the 
observer may b~gin to note by how much the g~ating is pulled out 
of the pocket which in turn could alte~ the subsequent 
sensitivity reading. Since subsequent gratings have normal 
sensitivity at different positions of the grating, the observer 
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may become di sturb ed due to not seeinq the grati n g of a d i f f erent 
f requency at comparable levels o f t he previous grati n y. 
A similar si tuation occurs wit h tne p r esentation time ~si n 
t:h(?. CRT with a computer. !... ·- •• .: ··- -· !l~i. V.L ! ii-d same p r esent ~tion ti iTiS 
f rom the subthreshol d pr eset, an astute obse rver can 
takes from the preview of to t:he 
threshold point. ~his can obviously af~ect subsequent sensitivity 
v .e-.1 ue ·:;. o'"*'\ ' I I ' ' • b lnce ~ne pr eser~a~1on .. ,·-· 
.!. ::.::· op erated by computer, 
,~ ........ .. , ... . f-' ._,} .... ! ~ 
.:3. \/ i_"j i d a ntic i pation eff e cts th at c ~:· .. c:c;n st.::tnt 
subthreshold starting point s. Perhaos the oes~ way of get t ing a 
more consistent observer response is to provid e a g ood 
instructions telling the o bser v er what he may exp erience. 
But then a•.:;J.=:\i n, this ma y create a di ffe r en t set of reponses due 
to the differing manner in which the tester explains the test. 
In addition, th e instruction set could be taped al l owing the same 
siet o+ instructi on s to be given to all observers i n the exact 
Obviously this shows the need for a given s·~t: of 
clinical instruction protocol regarding the admini st ration of CSF 
t(:=osting. 
methodologies such as th e von 8ekesy take the mean 
the observer ' s first recogni t ion of the grating and 
he no longer sees the grating. 
implies a compromise CSF between the CSF found in the limits of 
seeing to nonsee ing and its inverse of nonseeing to seeing. The 
v on Bekesy method results in a mean CSF value with a 
<::;t.:::<ndatr·,j d•::?\1:[ <o<t :l on whi ch c<:<n ';jrt;?O:ttl \/ CJ V(?r l .::=ip ~~~ i th .::'!noma I ous J 
standard devi. aU. ons ~'Jhen us.i ng thE• :;;Cl1T!I?2 rnetr-·,od . f.U SC), becau.se 
2El 
the observe!~ is exposed to the grating for a longer period of 
t i (!)(;:>, adaptational effects, as mentioned previously~ may affect 
the CSF results. Cc~nseqLtentl··}"'", this hasn"t been the method of 
choice partly due to these factors. 
of seeing to nonseeing has the above mentioned 
problems of ad a ptation and may have too low a sensitivity lev el 
for legitimate comparison of anomalous results taken via the same 
mt?t:hcidol D•;;JY. 
The above mentioned methodologies refer to static gratings. 
otr·1E·r· mc,df::~s such a.·:. counter-phasin•;;J •;;Jt-a.tings:. , the 1 DlrJ 
frequencies of the CSF disappears (8Ddis-Wollner 
This is a form of temporal modulation that can be visualized by 
each white bar changing place with a dark bar several times per 
Temporal modulation up to a certain temporal frequency 
introduces an increased threshold at low spatial frequencies and 
this may be another mode for evaluating defects in low spatial 
is obviously needed in the in thf:? 
c li nica l t esting of the CSF , is p roper descr ip tion of the tes t ing 
The 
pt· .. =.·t.c--:rst i. ng 
~n st ruc ~ ion s are all important 1n obtaining a more consistent 
eval ua t ion of the CSF. 
~- ~< 1:: ·.:-.= i. cJ n 
-------- -----
observer con s tantly fixates on the CSF test i ng 
a bleaching effect may b e increasingly reported 
during the testing of later frequencies. Arden (1979A) suggests, 
when using the Arden plates, to have the observer scan the top 
por-tion o·F the pocket which may help in reducing thi-=:; effect. 
Just how this affects the contrast levels of gi \len 
frequency gratings is not in the literature at present. 
CSF defined in terms of eccentricity from the fovea has been 
reported (Hochsteiner and Shapely, 1. 97 6) R Using flashed grating 
the CSF 12 deqrees from the fovea shows a shift in the 
2 CPD versus a normal peak location Crf 
While the overall sensitivity is lower in the periphery, the 
contrast sensitivity curve for a given eccentricity undergoes the 
the C(:?r·,tJ'··c-tl Hilz 
Cavonius ( :t·=."17·4) found!' that when measuring the CSF from 1 to 32 
degrees temporally,the manner in which sensitivity falls off was 
for high and low spatial frequencies. 
in sensitivity was linearly related to 
ecc:,=:nt J---i. ci t·y'. With I ow spa.t i al ·fn::~quenci e·:::., S(:?nsiti\lit·;/ ~'-las 
relatively constant up to a certain eccentricity, after which the 
1n sensitivity was the same as for all 
There are no doubt other internal factors that have not been 
Internal subjective factors are more difficult 
t.c) c::cinti .... (JJ., bLti.: b\/ bE~i nq Cr·f t.hes;<:2 
i ntE~!r·nal variables of the CSF can be kept to a minimum, 1T1Cf.king 
tes t results more valid. External testinq variables are much 
to control but can create major changes if not considered 
A wide variation in the production of gratings has been 
in CSF has been measured 
interference fringes, projection techniques via oscilliscopes, 
CRT displays and preprinted plates. Clinical use has been mainly 
limited to that o-f preprinted plates and CRT di~:;plays .. 
the literature describes the physical test display 
pr··oduct. ion usc::::d. It is important when reading the literature to 
know what type of methodology was used as this has obvious 
effects on the outcome of testing results. 
Display size of the target is an important factor to be 
noted as it is one of the components used in the derivation of 
Display size is also an 
important factor because width or length differences affect the 
CSF. Campbell and Robson (1968) demonstrated that increasing the 
field size from 2 to 10 degrees created enhancement of 
frequencies of less than 3 CPD. For hi•:Jh sp-:-otti<:-..1 
the field size showed no effect. The limitation for the field 
size ~~ the numb e r of cycles presented at a spatial 
With less than 4 cycles 1n any grating, the CSF threshold rises 
considerably according to Hoekstra et al (1'174). Th:i.s; could 
explain contrast sensitivity losses at low spatial frequencies in 
observers with visual field defects. Decrease in the grating 
-:~ 1 
·-· .I.. 
1 t:.~nqt.l-, <vertical extent of the gratings) also has an effect on 
the lower spatial frequencies of the CSF (Keening, 1979) " This 
may hP relevant to understanding CSF losses in observers with 
vertical restrictions in the visual field. 
the CSF targets have not been 
partially due to variations in the production of grating targets. 
target screens are increasin~ly costly but are versatile 
.... ! .. 
-:=\L distances . Target size is a factor that is often 
omitted from the literature. -.=ts no·ted 
alter CSF thresholds. 
Target distance indirectly affects the CSF due to factors 
cited previously, i ... E:" , focusing posture and display s1ze. ThE: 
distance and size of the screen are calculated to figure 
the angular subtense that comprise how many fixed cycles fall 
into one degree. Since the desired cycles per degree to be tested 
relative to the distance and target size before 
the test is administered, any subsequent change in distance after 
the test has begun would obviously require a recalculation due to 
angular subtense. Target distance creates a 
stimulus parameter to the focusing posture of 
which could potentially affect the CSF. 
rate as mentioned in the methodology section 
affect the CSF threshold. If the rate at which the target 
appears from subthreshold to threshold is too fast, the c:cmtrast 
will change quickly, and the observer's reaction time will 
interfere with proper data interpretation. If the rate is too 
slow, observers may get impatient, leading to spurious and 
unreliable results. I11 addition to this, there may be 
differences in the presentation rates that occur between the 
astute or practiced observer versus the older or unpracticed 
observer. 
It 1s obvious that reflections or shadows can alter the CSF 
results. CRT displays don't have this problem as typical testing 
is done in a dark-surround testing condition. Arden plates do 
have this factor to contend with and, therefore, steps should be 
taken to minimize shadows and reflections that may occur when 
administering this test. 
It cannot be emphasized enough that standardization of the 
CSF protocol must be adhered to in order to make the CSF 
evaluation more valid and reliable. Bv initially providing a 
standardized set of testing parameters, variations can be clearly 
noted so that confounding cryptic factors can be assessed along 
with the primary investigation of the test. Standardization 
would eliminate much of the stigma that the CSF has received due 
to the many confounding variables. Standardization of the above 
results could make the CSF a more widely accepted procedure 
among clinicians in addition to being more widely read in the 
literature. The conditions for which the CSF has been utilized 
are presented next. 
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Presently contrast sensitivity studies are primarily 
utilized in research; as more investigations are conducted 
findings indicate that some abnormalities in the CSF can be 
indicative of pathology. Since the studies cited often are 
concerned with a limited number of patients~ no definite profile 
for a specific disease has yet emeroed. The confounding factors 
as already mentioned and the variety of test conditions also 
preclude the use of the CSF as a sinole basis for diagnosis. 
There are no population norms established as of this writing and 
age variations have not been fully analyzed. However, variations 
of the CSF may qualify as a screening device or as a means for 
verifying already suspected impairments. A summary of the papers 
in current literature, which are concerned with the visual 
problems most conducive to evaluation with contrast sensitivity 
measurements, will be presented here. The reader is cautioned, 
however, that the test conditions are not standardized and, 
therefore, the CSF cannot be used alone as a basis for diagnosis; 
it is merely an addition to standard optometric testing. The CSF 
oives additional insight into consequenses of visual disorders 
which are often functionally evident to the patient but, 
impossible to quantify with standard methods. 
Test parameters, e.g. mean luminance, test distance etc. 
have not been cited here for each study because these sometimes 
vary greatly, from study to study and sometimes are not given. 
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Di S-E·!3.Se 
·-- -- ~·- -- -··· .. _. 
In disec:ise, patients may present ~vi th 
complaints of blurred vision, but hav•=: no,~mal Snell (21"1 acui t·r·. 
The Snellen number only establishes the endpoint on the contrast 
sensitivity function. Bodis-Wollner and Diamond (1976) measured 
th•:: CSF of patients ~o>Jith c E·1·· eb r <:•.1 1 esi ons .. These patients 
c:omplaint:2d o+ blurred vision but exhibited ., norma.L on 1 ·y 
minimally diminished no1···mal ·i= i el ds a.nd no 
o1··· oc: u 1 CJmot or·· cl·· .. /·::;i~ unct i Dn. Of the 35 patients 
involved, most showed greater than 50% elevation of thresholds in 
to predetermined norms. Three different types of 
losses described were: high frequency loss,uniform reduction 
the entire range (level loss) and selective loss in 
i nteJ'""mE·cli O:•.t•:: fr·E·quenc::·y· :i. nte1···vo:•.l \notch 1 oss). l\~o conclusions 
type of loss and position or nature of 
E•.b nor·mc:\1 it y. 
the same VA measurements had markedly 
dissimilar contrast sensitivit y functions, indicating the varying 
disruptive modes. The selective frequency losses found in post-
chJ. ·~•.S!Tt C.-i.l lesions are similar to the depression seen in thE• CSF 
after adaptation to a grating (Bodis-Wollner and Diamond, 1976). 
This evidence is suggestive of visual channels corresponding to 
the parallel spatial frequenc y selective channels suggested by 
and Gubish (1966). Bodis-Wollner and Diamond 
suggest that since neurons are sensitive to different 
frequencies and have overlapping fields, lesions may allow visual 
+ :L E~l d~:; intact to p er imetry presenting a single 
stimulus, but a complex stimulus with multi-channel frequencies, 
to which affected neural elements are sensitive, may indicate the 
perceptual defect. The possibility of orientationally selective 
losses needs to be explored utilizing gratings with orientations 
other than the standard vertical direction. 
In patients with compressive lesions in the 
\/i ~;uc:\1 ( :1. '7\:32) -found 
showed abnormal CSF by comparision to previously determined age-
I inpr···ovement in the CSF was documented after 
surgery although the function did not return to normal. T·hose 
tAli th more than 20% improvement in the CSF had a corresponding 
i mp1··ovement in color vision and in v isual fields; those v-!it.h 
less than a 20% improvement showed no recovery in color vision or 
in visual fields. 
Specific studies on patients with retrobulbar neuritus (RBN) 
published by Arden and Gucukoglo (1978). In 
group of 57 patient s , 3 6 had been diagnosed as having RBN, of 
these were found to have an abnormal CSF and 7 a 
bilateral abnormality. 2:1. positively diagnosed mutiple sclerosis 
patients were found to have an abnormal CSF in 18 of 
eyes and in 12 of the unaffected eyes. 
that the CSF may be an adequatel y sensiti v e test of demyelination 
<::tncl in~··Y pos~:;i bl }l be useful i n E."c\f" l ·~:/ detecti on CJ1: 1""-'!S . In t~·JO 
otr·,Eer· s-;tudj. E•·5 tt·H:o CSF ha.s been !"l•~r- al ded Ci~::. U~5E··f ul i n r·1s 
dif f erentiation. found marked attenuation 
in all frequency ranges in M.S. and Arden (19798) reported up to 
40% of patients with MS demonstrated normal Snellen acuity and a 
decrease in contrast sensitivity. 
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Raymond, Regan and Murray (1981) claimed 44% abnormal 
sensitivity in patients diagnosed with MS but no history of 
ocular involvement; of these, 7 were found to have bilateral 
deficiencies, again indicating the CSF may facilitate early 
diagnosis of MS. The deficiencies occurred at intermediate 
and/or low spatial frequencies with high spatial frequencies 
normal. It had been postulated that test sensitivity in MS may 
bP dependent on the grating orientation or on an adaptation 
(abnormally rapid or severe) to the grating. When Raymond et al 
(1981) tested this , the information obtained was opposite to that 
expected; adaptation did not produce as great an elevation of 
contrast threshold in MS patients as in the control subjects. 
The MS patients were found to adapt more slowly than normal. 
Little or no threshold elevation occurred in the phases following 
exposure to the adapting pattern of low relative contrast, 
however, the MS patients eventually reached the same threshold as 
normal but took approximately four times the normal adaptation 
period to do so. 
Disease affecti n q the neural layer of the eye has been 
investigated and found to be associated with abnormalities in 
contrast thresholds. Grating tests depend on the integrity of 
the peripheral and central retina and small punctate 
lesions in the periphery may affect signal transmission. 
Wolkstein, Atkin and Bodis-Wollner (1980) report seven of n i ne 
subjects with retinitis pigmentosa suffered high frequency loss 
coincident with normal visual acuity. Some unexplained findings 
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reported by Wolkstein et al (1980) i ndicate that persons with 
central serous retinopathy had a level loss with the graph cut-
off falling below that which corresponded to their Snellen 
a cuity. In macular degeneration there was a level loss and 
high frequency loss again not correlated with Snellen acuity~ but 
this time the cut-off frequency , in three of the four subjects, 
was higher than would be expected by the measured acuity. 
Sjostrand and Frisen (1979) report, in the early stages of 
macular disease, a reduction in high and mid frequencies; i '' 
advanced disease the decrease extends across a greater 
spectrum. Conversely, Arden (197 98) reports a greatly reduced 
sensitivity to low spatial frequencies. However~ Sjostrand and 
Frisen reported their findings for normals differed from those 
previously reported. The peak occurred at a higher frequency, 
probably due to the use of a higher space-average luminance i n 
the television-based display compared to the cathode ray tube 
formerly used. 
In addition, Arden (19798) reports that the normal eye, in 
those with unilateral senile macular degeneration and normal 
VA and ophthalmoscopic f indings, shows a loss in contrast 
sensitivity~ which may indicate the beginning of disease.The 
macular degeneration symptom is g enerally a reduction in acuity 
but this does not always equate with the loss in perception 
actually experienced. The perceived loss in the patient's visual 
world may be greater that that shown by Snellen measurement. Even 
in macular degeneration patients with a minor reduction in VA, a 
pronounced loss in contrast sensitivity is found. The CSF may 
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qive insight into the visual problem of macular d i ·::;.-:2<:\·:::.e. ~ .. /isicjn 
is often aided with magnifier s, and may be enhanced with 
attention to adequate contrast. 
also reports 60% of the diabetics having 
n ~ r-,TtCt.l no retinopathy, in contrast 
!::if2n·si ti \li t·y .. 100% of those diabetics with visual acuity of less 
than 20/40 showed some loss in the CSF. 
In a study done by Ghafour et al (1982) the normal p.:.i.ti ent. 
with those found by Arden and ,.J <:•.c ob ~:;on ( 1978) 
e;-:cept. for plates 5 and 6 where a significant decrease was found 
for normal sensitivity. In .::;.d c1 i t ion, an increase was found for 
the higher frequencies of plates 6 and 7 in the diabetic. 
differences ma y ref lect age differences between the two studies. 
Investigation by Singh 
+indinc_:)s: . . also addressed the question of 
between background retinopathy and proliferative retinopathy. A 
significant differ e nce was found on plates 3, 
retinopathy compared with those having 
r·et i. nopc:•.thy. In proliferative retinopathy a difference in all 
plates but number 2 was found. Proliferative changes showed an 
increase on plate 5 and 7 compared to those with ba.ck·~~·-ound 
The statistical variance for each plate was greater 
for the diabetic than that for the normal .. Diabetic patients with 
signs of fund u s changes showed an increased threshold ••• ..! •• -::( 1._ 
higher frequencies . 
the Moloney and Drury (1982) study 40% of 123 eyes in 
i.nsuli.n ,j 12p 12n dent diabetes mellitus and normal vi sua. I .:;!.CUi t";-.i 
showed an abnormal Arden score. 
"";l'r-1 
·-~· "7 
Color disturbances have been 
in the diabetic and Moloney and Drury reported that an 
abnorma.J. Farnsworth-Munsell ( 100 hu£;: test) 1 i. kel·'/ to 
correlate with an abnormal ,:;,~df2n sc: C)f' 1:."::: A Hue and contrast 
may h-c3.\/e -:it COfOIT!Or1 E·tioloqy (f"lol oney and 
[)fr·I ... tl'" .. )',, 19:::12) " they found no significant differences in 
t hose ~vi. th Of .. without retinopathy; the inean the 
scores did not correlate with aqe or 
duration of disease. 
The CSF may not be useful in separating patients into those 
serious and not serious classes of retinopathy because of 
the large standard deviation found in the Ghafour et -, ·=Li. 
~;tudy!, bu.t. !' it may be useful assessing the functional status of 
Perhaps the abnormalities in the CSF may represent 
diabetic eye disease unrelated to vascular change. 
o·f t.ht=: CSF in the screening ~or glaucoma :lSi 
r,rden -:::tn d ,J €~.c: ob scJn 
in glaucomatous patients with normal or· 
l"iOI'··maJ. Usi n•;:1 the Arden plates the performance was 
According to this study changing 
various factors, E 1 " l.;}u luminance ranging from 130-159 candelas 
it-Ji t:h i,•.Ji ti···!CJUi:.: on thE! 
difference found between normal subjects and those d iagnosed with 
usinq 
plates 6 and 7 for glaucoma screening in the elderly, a. fa.lse 
negative rate of 83% for plate 6 and 52% for plate 7 I • They 
L~() 
predicted a false positive rate of 17% . Sokol et al (1981) found 
no significant difference in ag•:e-matched subjects bet~rJeen 
nor··ma.l s, patients wi tr-, glaucoma, <=md tho'::;e with ocu.l ar· 
1"1ype:·rtensi on. In addition a high false positive rate was 
determined in normals over age 50. In the Lu.ndh and Lennerstrand 
( 198t)) study, using both Arden plates and a CRT, 
could not differentiate normal eyes from glaucomatous eyes. 
Some : modifications to the testing method may be advantageous 
in the detection of glaucoma. Lundh and Lennerstrand ( 1981) 
the test situation to probe the paracentral :.=•.rea si nee 
this is where the early defects are found. A red fixation light 
s;hov~n on the oscilloscope above or below the center of 
In all the glaucoma patients the CSF was found to be 
n Dl'- in.:::-•.1 or only slightly reduced in the central area but in the 
the patients had decreased 
sensitivity well below the normal. 
IA!Dl k!5tr2i n -· 'I ~.::\ .L ( lCiJ8(l), in a study Df 18 patients with 
glaucoma and 20/20 acuity, found a reduction in the cut-off 
frequenc y and some patients had contrast sensitivity loss at low 
spatial frequencies, but these findi ngs were not consistent 
.::;,11 subj·"~cts .. Further testing utilizing a low frequency grating 
in conj uc:t: ion with •counterphase flicker• revealed sensitivity 
d e ·F :i c :i t. s in nearly all glaucoma patients and 
Some ocular hypertensives will eventually show 
c:t...tpp inc) while others will not. 
tr::.~s; t would be one which could predict t hose who would show suc:h 
symptoms unless the IOP is controlled. 
~1Jol ks.tei n et a.l ( 1980) c:ont i nue:·d the study of tho·:::.e ~tJi th 
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nigh intraocular pressure. Two different presentations were used 
in testing the contrast sensitivity; diffuse flicker, in which 
the screen appearance changed uniformly light to dark and 
counterphase flicker in which the grating pattern was alternated 
with the bars shifting right and left, i.e. the second grating 
was one-half cycle out of phase with the first. The temporal 
frequency was 8 hertz in each flicker pattern and the mean 
luminance in diffuse flicker was equal to that in the 
counterphase flicker. Results of each test alone did not appear 
significantly different between the groups, but the average of 
the two methods, termed DRC (dynamic response coefficient>, was 
consistently lower in all the glaucomatous eyes and in half r OT 
the hyper tensive eyes compared to normals. This modification may 
prove useful in recognizing glaucomatous damage before the losses 
of function occur. 
Since cataracts are a normal consequence of the 
physiological aging of the lens, it may be useful to first cite 
some studies concerned with age-normed CSFs. The problem again 
i n using these as a basis for standard functions is the limited 
number of 
Arundale 
subjects and the lack r OT 
(1978) tested 36 patients aged 
standardized procedure. 
18 to o;. CSF curves 
for the 8-15 year olds and the 18-39 year olds peaked at 4 CPD. 
Those in the age 45-66 group peaked at 2 CPD . The younger 
grou p showed slightl y lower sensitivity to low and mid spatial 
frequencies than did the middle group and the older group was 
less sensitive than the middle group at mid and 
+ 1, .. f:::quenc i es. In a larger study of 100 normal subjects, conducted 
by Skal ka. ( 1981) a significant increase in test scores was 
notr:::cl. Skalka's scores tended to be higher than those reported 
The contrast had to be increased over that necessary 
for the younger for both coarse and fine gratings in order to be 
seen by the older subjects, 1.e. threshold increased with age. 
Skc-<1 1-::.,::•. (1981) reports a wide variability in 
in patients of the same age and acuity with 
posterior subcapsular cataracts and was unable to derive 
norms for this condition . Only subjective symptoms seemed to 
correlate roughly with Arden scores; 
<::\nd Snellen acuity did not. Hess and Woo (1978) indicate that 
the Snellen acuity may grossly overestimate the visual world of 
the cataract patient. In their study no one single description 
of the loss of visual function was formulated, but, 
of the high spatial frequencies was expected due to 
cipt. j_ c::a.l as indicated by Hess and 
with the low spatial frequencies affected by neural elements. CSF 
in a cataractous patient may be utilized in a borderline case 
when contemplating If a significant amount 1 Ci¥~ 
loss is found in addition to the high loss there is a 
possibility of neural impairment. 
It been theorized foJ.- some time that ··vi su.a.l 
problems may play a role in reading disabilities. Lovegrove et al 
(1982) tested two groups, one of students with average or abO\/e 
average reading ability and the other of students reading bF::.•J 01-"J 
t.hei r·- t;)rade level. It was determined that the two groups 
differed in spatial and temporal processing. At short durations 
of stimulus presentation group <::tnd the~ 
reading group had similar CSFs. The patterns began to 
differ when the stimulus was presented for longer durations. The 
nor-iTtC:.\1 students showed an average curve with the peak at 4 CPO, 
d i sa.b l f2CI .... ·-· '" I , j-1 \::.:' c\ 1·:. but B. inonoton i c 
These findings were confirmed j, n a. 
-· ' ~Li. 
cfur<::tti em was the same as that of a reading 
where the sensitivity breaks down and, 
problem is maximized. 
f t ;.::B. t ion. 
There are two components in visual persistence. 
rna.··~/ r~ esu.l t fr"·om t,.:::.·mrJc:.irC~.l integration and the second 
influenced by contrast grating orientation. The 
st.imulus 
This is 
1TtCt.·y be 
cornponent is measured by a long stimulus, dOE•S not 
persistence but does affect the c:or··-ti cal 
-· 'I 
c:LL ( l'~}E:()) a.J. Si:) 
tAl h r::.~· t h e ,.-· or not the difference between the two 
groups came directly from the differences in ability. 
suggested that the 
sensitivity to oblique gratings occurs between the ages of 5 and 
1 1. a partial result of to 
CSF between the two groups, this indirectly shows that the 
sensitivity differences are not a direct result of the reading 
ability differences. The measurement of contrast sensitivity 
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could become a screening tool in recognizing potential recldi nq 
problems in the very young. 
Much o~ the knowledge of the CSF has been based on research 
done in the laboratory with amblyopia. Intersubject variables 
can be negated by taking the CSF on the amblyopic eye and 
it to that of the normal eye. Hess and Howell (1977) 
postulated two different types of strabismic amblyopia. Type I 
involves only high frequency losses, which is similar to optical 
TypE:? I I was thought to be a superimposition of 
frequency loss on the high frequency loss. They speculated that 
II may be a simple extension of high frequency type I loss 
or a more severe or further progressed case of amblyopia. 
I .:~.nd t ·/pe I I classification might possibly differentiate 
between contrast sensitivity loss due to variables of optics and 
eccentric fixation from that of a neural loss which involves the 
Thomas (1978) found losses in -.;:d l 
f t'~ e qu.EJn c: i es in the strabismic a mbl yop e. The CSF changes, 
according to the Thomas study, are as follows~ 
function sensitivity, ( •") ' .. .:.. } sE·nsi ti ··.;j. ty s;.h if t 
toward decreased spatial frequency, and (3) reduction in the cut-
frequency for detection of pattern and (-U though, 
the CSF has not been utilized much clinically, ••• '! c:LL 
have reported that the function improved in the amblyopic 
eye after occlusion of the other eye. sensitivity 
measure has potential as a monitoring device during amblyopia 
!It:::" 
..... ._) 
therapy. 
CSF may be capable of evaluating visual loss from corneal 
abnormalities and enable assessment of improvement. In an 
experiment by Hess and Garner (1977) anoxia-induced corneal 
edema (probably epithelium limited) produced a decrease in 
contrast sensitivity to high frequencies, with no effect found on 
the peak or the low frequencies. A study by Hess and Carney 
(1979) in experimentally-induced corneal edema (probably limited 
to stroma> indicated a depression in the sensitivity to both high 
and low bands. Hess and Carney (1979) in addition evaluated the 
CSF for experimentally induced corneal distortion and found that 
the contrast threshold was af f ected at high medium 
frequencies, but the low frequencies were not affected; the 
visual effect was similar to a defocused or abnormal optical 
system. The contrast attenuation clearly differed for distortion 
and edema. ~1nce it is difficult to cause edema without some 
irregular topography the altered corneal shape may have been a 
major contributing factor in the earlier study. 
The effects of edema can be thought of as a dioptric defocus 
and the high frequency channel losses parallel the changes in 
corneal thickness. When a diffuser was used to simulate edema, 
low frequencies were affected even more. It is possible that 
et~ects from distortion were involved. 
In the keratoconus patient, low spatial frequencies were 
unchanged with the mid and high frequencies affected (Hess and 
Carney, 1979). The high frequencies were progressively affected 
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with the progression of the disease. With advanced disease 
involving areas of opacification, low frequency loss was 
experienced, as with scattering. I J • . v1s1on, in cases of intraocular 
scattering , cannot be adequately evaluated solely with typical 
letter acuity measurement. 
As mentioned prevously, there ·are two independent 
components of the CSF. The first is the optical component, which 
is affected by optical imperfections, diffraction, and scatter 
that degrade the retinal image; the second is the neural 
component due to physiological losses and interactions which 
affect the processino in the retina and vi sual pathways. Any 
change in the lens-eye system is demonstrated in the optical 
component and not in the neural, and the CS F is an excellent 
indication of visual optical performance. 
There are conflicting reports in the literature concerning 
the effect of contact l enses on con trast sensitivity. Applegate 
and Massof (1975> reported decreased contrast discrimination with 
soft contact lenses as compared to the measurement with 
spectacles and hard CPMMA> lenses. In several of the subjects in 
this study, there was no correlation with Snellen acuit y . The 
increase in contrast threshold was probably secondary to 
uncorrected residual astigmatism. Mitra and Lamberts (1981) 
report a significant decrease in contrast sensitivity even in 
those with no residual astigmatism. Thi s loss was seen on twelve 
myopes after two weeks of soft contact lens wear. The loss was 
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postulated to be at least partially due to effects of deposit 
formation. 
Woo and Hess (1979) reported on three patients, two of whom 
had no visual complaints, and showed similar functions with both 
spectacles and soft lenses. The third patient complained of 
reduced vision upon insertion of the lens which was not indicated 
via letter acuity measurement, but, was evident as a significant 
decrease in contrast sensitivity ~t all frequencies most 
notably the high frequencies. This finding suggested to the 
investigators an aberration effect which was not amenable to 
refractive correction. 
A study hv Bernstein and Brodrick (1981) concentrated on 
carefully chosen subjects with residual astigmatism less than 
0.12 diopters. They wore a spectacle correction on one eye and a 
soft contact 1ens on the other eye continuously for eighteen 
hours. No significant difference in the CSF was found and it did 
not deteriorate over time. It may be that the CSF discrepencies 
are a function of any refractive error left uncorrected and this 
loss is not found via conventional visual acuity assessment. 
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Contrast sensitivity measurement <CSM> entails a new 
dimension in optometric testing. The number of variables 
affecting this measurement demand rigid test conditions. Since 
these conditions have not been standardized in the clinical 
settings reported here, the practitioner should establish a 
I 
specific methodology controlling the aforementioned variables and 
standardize test methods. Then it is recommended that the tester 
run a series of CSFs on patients free of disease and establish a 
set of norms unique to the given clinical setting. 
Although the CSM cannot be used to diagnose disease, at this 
point, its value lies in the recognition that Snellen acuity ma y 
overestimate the visual performance of the patient . Subjective 
complaints which do not correlate with the measured acuity may 
indicate visual defects only substantiated by CSM. Above all, it 
may hP reassuring to the patient that the pratitioner does 
recognize the complaint and has a means of quantifying it. 
In the differential diagnosis, no estblished trends of CSF 
can be adhered to at this time due to the variable methods and 
conditions utilized in the reported investgations. The reader is 
urged to refer to appropriate soures for comparisions among test 
conditions. The position of contrast sensiti v ity tests in the 
inventory of visual function testing has yet to bP firmly 
established. 
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Figure 2. Contrast sensitivit y function visuogram depicting 
(1) graphing components, (2) normal and abnormal contrast 
sensitivity functions, (3) visual acuity relationship to contrast 
sensitivity function and (4) estimated breakdown of contrast 
senstivity categories. 
(1) Grating components are logarithmically graphed on both 
abscissa and ordinate. Spatial frequency lies on the abscissa. 
while sensitivity or threshold (sensitivity = 1/ threshold) lies 
on the ordinate. CSF log graphing allows for simple addition or 
subtract ion between 
Log graphing also 
i nv•:.?r··f>?d "U s;haped" 
two different contrast sensitivity functions. 
gives the normal CSF its ~haracteristic 
con+ i gu1·~ <:1t ion. 
(2) Four· cases of differing contrast sensitivity functions are 
depicted. Plot A (squares) is a normal CSF under a typical set 
of tes t conditions. Generally, contrast thresholds are taken at 
-t= i V•:.? i::(J i:~:i. •]ht ·:sE21 ect•:.?cl s;pc-1t i a.l ·f1'·equenc i es and a cu.t-ve. is 
from this. The dashed line at the end of the high 
d•:.?ri \led 
sp.:~.t i <":d. 
frequencies is projected to calculate a potential visual acuity. 
Plot 8 (triangles) depicts a "high frequency' loss due to a 
spatial frequency anomaly. High frequency loss is typical of a 
refractive defect. Plot D (circles) depicts a "level' loss due 
to a contrast anomaly. Level loss is typical of a neuroretinal 
defect. Plot C (diamonds) depicts a •notch' loss which affects 
the mid spatial frequencies leaving low and high spatial 
frequencies relatively normal. 
(3)The dark arrow 1n the higher spatial frequency area depicts an 
area where typical 20/20 Snellen acuity testing lies in relation 
to the typical contrast sensitivity function. 
(4)Top of figure depicts a rough breakdown of commonly referred 
to low, medium and high spatial frequencies. The literature does 
not clearly define these specific categories and therefore there 
is room for variation, resulting in overlapping of these 
c::ate•;JOI'" i es .. 
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a grating pattern 1s the change in distribution ,. CJ-y-
luminance across the stimulus display. Contrast is defined by: 
Contr· .::,!:;t 
(Luminance modulation) L ina;.;+ L min 
~·Ji···, et- e L ro~ti< i s-; thE, pf:::ak l u.m:i n .~. nce measured at th e brightest 
poi. nt i n .:;:.. J. i ght ba1·· ) .and L mi n i s the minimum lu~inance 
(measured at the darkest point in a dark bar). Lumin ance i ·s the 
of light per unit area coming off th (;2• <:=.tirnulu!5 
cl :i. ·::;p l ,;:,y. T1l~C gr .. atin•:;j!S can be equ.:::tl in cont1r·ast but: cli. -f f;;:::r·ent. in 
mean 1 umi. nanc:E~. Mean luminance must remain some absolute ·value 
Eu I~ u 75 or 100 candelas per meters squared. is 
constant so true contrast sensitivity rather than luminance 
sensitivity is measured. 
Spatial frequency is defined as the number 
L':.-·'1 
._,l,,;;_ 
-I' 
I...JT c·yc: 1 1:2s :in .:::i q l~ati ng 
pattern subtending one degree of v1sua1 angle at the eye. Since 
the viewing distance of an observer is directly related to the 
visual angle of an object, the spatial frequency in cycles per 
degree can vary with distance. The spatial frequency of a 
grating can be figured from the number of cycles seen on the 
display if the visual angle is known. Visual angel is figured 
by~ 
Tan angle = §~C§§Q ~i~tb gf ~i§Ql~i 
Viewing distance from display 
By dividing the number of grating cycles in the display by the 
degrees the display subtends, you obtain cycles per degree. For 
example, going back to figure (1), the grating display is 5.8 em 
wide and the distance at which you view it is 165 em. The angle 
whose tangent is .035 (5.8/165 = .035 ) is 2 degrees of visual 
angle. Now dividing the number of cycles displayed, which are 
by 2 degrees, gives a spatial frequency of 1.5 cycles/degree. 
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